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1.0 Aim 
 
Checking, marking and assessment are key factors that affect progress.  
 
The aim of this policy is to outline our approach to marking and feedback at Woolpit 
School, to ensure good quality feedback is consistently used across school and to 
support all staff in using feedback as a powerful tool to move pupils’ learning on. 
 
2.0 Our three ‘Key Principles’ to marking and feedback 
 
As a result of both verbal and written feedback pupils will: 
 

1) Understand what they have done well  
2) Be clear on how to improve their work  
3) Make visible signs of improvement 

 
2.1 Understanding what they have done well 
 
Good quality feedback will enable pupils to understand what they have done well. In 
response to verbal and written feedback, pupils should be made aware of the 
strengths of their work in order to reproduce it. 
 
2.2 Be clear on how to improve their work 
 
We use a mixture of methods to ensure pupils are clear about how to improve. 
There are four types of guidance prompts: 
 

 Example 

 Steps 

 Reminder 

 Challenge 
 
Guidance prompts will include questions; instructions; discussions; diagrams; 
coaching (pupils are helped to identify required improvements)  
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2.3 Make visible signs of improvement 
 
Without visible signs of progress emerging from marking and feedback, there are no 
signs of effectiveness. Teachers and TAs should ensure there is time available for 
pupils to act upon the marking guidance to ensure pupils make improvements. 
Effective feedback will be evident within books and through discussion, where visible 
improvement should be evident. 
 
3.0 Key Word Marking 
 
Where verbal feedback is given for pupils’ recorded work  it is often appropriate to 
use ‘key word marking’ which is an indication that feedback has been given. This is 
to help both the pupil and teacher remember what was discussed so the work can 
later be checked for visible signs of improvement. Marking keys, used across school, 
are displayed in classrooms or in pupils’ books. (see appendix 1) 
 
4.0 Presentation 
 
Presentation will not always be marked. This will depend upon the purpose of the 
work. If this is to develop thinking skills then presentation will not usually be marked. 
If the purpose of the work is to present to an audience then presentation should be 
marked. We do, however, require that pupils’ work books are well organized and 
well looked after with work organized chronologically and always titled and dated.  
 
5.0 Spelling and Punctuation 
 
To ensure that our marking of spelling and grammar is effective in securing visible 
signs of pupil progress we use prompts to focus pupils on specific improvements. 
Eg ‘Now go and re-write the first paragraph using capital letters for names;’ ‘Now 
can you show me how to spell the words I underlined correctly;’ ‘Please can you now 
go back and put commas to separate any items in a list?’ 
 
6.0 Checking on progress 
 
We use a range of methods to check on pupil progress. These include AfL strategies 
and regular work scrutiny. In addition to these we also use tell me; show me; peer 
teaching; evaluation of summative progress tests such as PUMA and PIRA and 
previous SATS tests in order to adjust planning appropriately.  
 
  
7.0 Evaluation 
 
Frequent work scrutiny and discussions with pupils will be undertaken by senior 
leaders and subject leaders to ensure the three purposes of marking are consistently 
upheld throughout the school.  
 


